
 

 

 

MAJESTIC BUDAPEST  2012 © 

 

Have you got only a day to visit all the highlights of Budapest? Don’t like impersonal big-coach-tours? So our Majestic 

Budapest tour is designed just for you! It benefits of small companies (max.:10 pax), comfort, enjoyable guiding, 

relaxing atmosphere, and professionality. 

 

WHOLE BUDAPEST IN A SINGLE DAY – WITH LUNCH! 

 

Tour available:   Friday (minimum of 6 pax required) 

Duration:   7 hours 

Departure time:  at 8,45 – 9,00 

Meeting point:   pick-up at your appartment 

Price of tour:   65,-Euro/adults 

48,-Euro/children under 12 

   Special price:                 210,-Euro / family ( 2 adults + 2 students) 

 

The tour offers a panoramic glimpse of the jewish quarter of Budapest, place of the jewish cultural heritage, with its 

beautiful Synagogue (the second largest in the world) as well as its buildings reminders of bright and dark moments of 

jewish families. Than it takes you to the famous Andrassy Avenue that for its history and achitecture has become a 

UNESCO’s World Heritage site.  

It shows you the Heroes’ Square that makes impression to most of the visitors for its dimension and gourgeous design. 

Place of the millenary celebration to a nation, where you can have an insight of the hungarian’s history.   

The tour will continue in the City park, having a look at Szechenyi Thermal Bath, that is still the biggest thermal 

complex in Central-Europe, and visiting a popular site of Vajdahunyad Castle.  

 

            
 

 

Then you will be taken to see the exterior of Opera House, a neorenessaince masterpiece and to the impressive House 

of Parliament, place of hungarian legislature. Stopping at St Stephen Basilica we visit the most important and largest 

Church of Budapest. Beside its rich baroque enterior it boasts of a particular object. Here is on display the most reverred 

relique of the country: the Holy Right Hand of King Stephen. (no access if private ceremonies take place)  

 



         
 

Passing over the Danube on the oldest designed bridge we go up to Castle Hill, to the very historical center of the town. 

There was built the first Royal Seat at Buda in the 13th century. Our visit comprises the site of the Royal Palace, the 

Presidential Building, the beautiful Matthias Church of ancient origins, that used to be the incoronation place of 

several Hungarian kings. Eventually we admire the fabulous Fishermen’ Bastion, exellent look-out point to the city.    

Lunch in a friendly centrally located restaurant.   

Gellert Hill – climbing up (by minibus) on top of the hill that is the highest point of the downtown area we visit the 

Citadel, fortification built by the Habsburg 150 years ago as well as the Liberation Monument erected after the WWII. 

From the look-out terraces you can enjoy fantastic view on the city. Tour tour ends at the meeting point.  

 

              
 

The price includes:  

- Sightseeing operated by private trasportation (minibus or midibus)  

- English-speaking local tour guide. 

- Free pick-up at your appartement in Budapest  

- 3-course lunch with one drink included  

- All entrance fees during the tour.  

 

Upon request:  

Tour is also available for less than 6 person-company on private basis. any day of the week. 

 

For booking or enquiry please contact us at: info@dunaflat.com or use the reservation form. - Thank you: 
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